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E-Circular ## Dated 21st May 2022

RGU Exam Booklet for reference

Dear Faculty Members & Students,

I have attached here few pages of RGU Exam Booklet for ready reference and necessary
preparations.
• Please read the “Instructions to Candidates” and get ready accordingly.
• There are 40 pages in the booklet and no additional answer sheets will be issued.

Dr. (Fr) Jose George
Principal
DBC Itanagar

RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERsITY
UG SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS
(To be filled in by the candidate)

No. RGU/E

0206008801

1. Examination
**'**

'***

Fic No.

2. Subject
(For Office use only)

3. Paper Code
4. Title of Paper

***

5. Datee

Evaluation
Candidate must

enter the

question number attempted

in Row-A

Only.

A

Total Marks

(Q.No.)

In Figur

B

In Words

(Marks)

Name & Signature of the Examiner

Name & Signature of the Scrutinizer

Note Examiner to indicate marks only at Row-B and NOT inside the answer book.

RAJIV GANDHIUNIVERSITY
UG SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS
Candidate to fill in the following particulars:
1. Roll No.

In figures

(For Office use only)
***

No. RGU/E

0206008801

Inwords..
Fic No.
2. Examination

.

3. Subject
4. Paper Code

Title

5. Medium
6. Date

*

*

*

Signature of Student

*

Signature of Invigilator
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1.

Wrile

the

answers

legibly

on

both

sides

of the paper, except on reverse o

the title.

Write 20-25 lines on each page.
2.

No candidate shall be allowed to enter the examination hall after the expiry ot 20 (wenty)

3

minutes of examination
Candidate without Admit Card shall not be allowed to appear the examination.

4.

Any candidate found guilty of disclosing his/her identity or marking peculiar marks/appeal in

his/her answer book, tearing off of page(s) from answer book, smuggling of answer, leaving
the

examination hall with

the answer

book, impersonation and unruly

behavior shall be

disqualified as per Examination Ordinances of the University.
5.

Use of cell phone, digital diary, scientific calculator, papers or reference of any kind shall be

disqualified
6.

Rough work, if any, should be done in the answer book only and cancel it later.

8

The answer booklet shall be handed over to respective Invigilator before leaving the examination

Note that NO ADDITIONAL ANSWER SHEETS WILL BE ISSUED under any circumstances
hall even if no question had been attempted.

Start writing from here

Write 20-25 lines on each page
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